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Synops oficial ainda n'o foi divulgada. Trata se de Uma connuano de Guerra Mundial (2013), que conta mais uma vez com Brad Pitt na pele Gerry Lane, funcion'rio da Organiza'o das Na'es Unidas (ONU) que viaja pelo mundoando debrir a razo e solu'o. Classifica'o indicativa definir por World War - came out seven years ago and it's been
almost as long as Paramount is said to be working on a sequel. The zombie film, based on Max Brooks' novel of the same name, has become an unexpected hit at the box office with more than $500 million worldwide. The appetite was clearly there for the sequel, so why hasn't it happened yet? Maybe it will be just how the first film and
the problematic stage of development will eventually lead to the actual sequel going on. However, we hate to say it, but it looks like it's a distant possibility right now. Paramount But Don't Completely Lose Hope! Co-producer Jeremy Kleiner said in January 2020 that a sequel could become a reality someday. We love Max Brooks' book.
We love the universe of it. It doesn't feel like a world war - it's done and done again with, he explained, which is vague enough to leave us hopeful that this world war No 2 could happen one day. When that day is yet to be seen, but like the zombies in the film, the sequel could rise from the dead, and if that happens, it would have a long
way to go to the screen. World War 2 Release Date: Was World War 2 cancelled? Paramount At one point the sequel was scheduled for release in 2017, but that time has come and gone without production even begun. Filming is expected to begin in the fall of 2018 after it was pushed back thanks to Brad Pitt signing up for Once Upon a
Time in Hollywood.Another delay soon followed - caused by director David Fincher's work on Mindhunter's second season - and that meant that filming will begin in June 2019 instead, with that date later moved forward to March.But then came the news that the sequel had been postponed once again as Paramount halted pre-production
for a sequel, reportedly because China - one of the world's largest film markets - has a ban on zombie movies, making the sequel a risky prospect. So at this point, the sequel is deader than the zombie that was shot in the head, but you never know, it can still be resuscitated in the future. World War 2 cast: Who's world War 2? Paramount
If a sequel happens, Brad Pitt is on board to reprise his starring role as former United Nations investigator and fearless zombie fighter Jerry Lane, but perhaps that will change depending on when and if the date of filming is confirmed. In May 2016, Mireille Enos confirmed that she would be returning to the his wife Karin Lane. It is unclear
where things stand almost four years later, and, unsurprisingly, no other other was announced. World War 2 storyline: What World War 2 will be about? Paramount's first film was only loosely based on a bestselling novel of the same name by writer Max Brooks (son of Anne Bancroft and Mel Brooks, FYI), so predicting the plot of the
sequel is a tricky affair. The globe-trotting original film ended with a glimmer of hope for humanity's survival against the undead horde, but as Jerry Lane says at the end of the film, there's still a long way to go. The novel, whose story spans the globe and extends into a political future heavily altered by a zombie pandemic, offers a lot of
material for filmmakers to draw on. Many stones were laid, Fincher said in November 2017. We're just deconstructing it right now against the mythology that exists to see where we can go. When they left it, the remnants of humanity discovered how to pass unseen among the infected - infecting themselves with deadly but curable diseases
- but the world is still awash. In World War 2 we expect to see a fightback start, but whether that fightback ever really starts remains to be seen... World War 2 trailer: Is World War 2 no.2 trailer yet? Just in case it wasn't clear enough before, the sequel hasn't been greenlit yet, let alone started shooting to get a trailer for it. We're sure that if
he ever start shooting, we'll get some footage, if only to prove that it's actually happening. Digital Spy now has a newsletter - sign up to get it sent straight to your inbox. Looking for more TV recommendations and discussions? Take to our Facebook group to see new choices every day, and chat with other readers about what they're
watching right now. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io 3 wins and 24 nominations. Learn more about the awards, details about the lives of former United Nations
investigator Jerry Lane and his family. Suddenly, the world suffers from a mysterious infection, turning entire human populations into frantic mindless zombies. Barely escaping the chaos, Lane persuaded to go on a mission to investigate the disease. Below is a dangerous trek around the world where Lane must brave the terrible dangers
and long chances to find answers before human civilization falls. Written by Kenneth Chisholm (kchishol@rogers.com) Plot Summary of Action : Adventures Sci-Fi Certificate: 16 View All Certificates Parents' Guide: View Content Advisory Edit Even she billed the third, Daniella Kertesz (Segen) does not appear until almost halfway through
the film. Read more: When Lane leaves his family on an aircraft carrier, he is sent on a plane marked by the U.S. Navy. The plane also has on the tail fin, indicating that it is a U.S. Air Force aircraft stationed at McGuire Joint Base in New Jersey. More on this Thierry Umutoni: Giving Jerry an update from Washington The President is dead.
Like four of the six unified chiefs. The vice president is gone. Reports of shootings on the streets of the capital. Read more: The unheralded cut released on the home video adds almost seven minutes of additional action and some alternative/re-edited footage. Read more : Links I Am Legend (2007) Read more Salam Author Mosh Ben-
Ari More User Reviews Edit English (en) Spanish Hebrew Arabic Release Date: 27 June 2013 (Germany) Read more Also known as: World War II Lul Coveworth, Weymouth, Dorset, England, UK More ' Edit Budget: $190,000,000 (estimate) Opening weekend USA: $66,411,834, June 23, 2013 Gross US: $202,359,711 Total Global
Gross: $540,00 Read more about IMDbPro , Paramount Pictures, Skydance Media, Hemisphere Media Capital Read More q Running time: 116 min 123 min (Unspecified edition) Datasat Dolby Surround 7.1 SDDS Dolby Atmos Aspect Ratio: 2.39 : 1 See the full specifications of the specifications
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